Importance of oscillations in alveolar gas concentrations in the analysis of rebreathing data.
Cyclic rebreathing of a soluble inert gas can be used to estimate lung tissue volume (Vt) and pulmonary blood flow (Qc). A recently proposed method for analyzing such cyclic data (Respir. Physiol. 48: 255-279, 1982) mathematically assumes that ventilation is a continuous process. However, neglecting the cyclic nature of ventilation may prevent the accurate estimation of Vt and Qc. We evaluated this possibility by simulating the uptake of soluble inert gases during rebreathing using a cyclic model of gas exchange. Under cyclic uptake conditions alveolar gases follow an oscillating time course, because gas concentrations tend to increase during inspiration and to decrease during expiration. We found that neglecting these alveolar gas oscillations leads to the underestimation of soluble gas uptake by blood, particularly during the early rebreathing breaths. When continuous ventilation is assumed Vt and Qc are overestimated unless rapid rebreathing rates, large tidal volumes, and gases of moderately low solubility are used. Under these conditions the amplitude of the cyclic oscillations is minimized, the alveolar time course more closely resembles that expected from continuous ventilation, and the resulting errors are minimized. Alternatively, when the effect of oscillating alveolar gas concentrations on mass transfer are considered, these estimation errors can be eliminated without restricting rebreathing rate or gas solubility. We conclude that failure to consider the effect of cyclic rebreathing on the time course of alveolar gas concentrations may result in significant errors when evaluating rebreathing data for Vt and Qc.